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DAQUIN  Noël No. 10
KARG-ELERT  Improvisation on *In dulci jubilo*
NEAR  Suo Gân
LASKY  Partita on Noël Nouvelet
Arr. BURKHARDT  Good King Wenceslaus
Arr. ELLSASSER  A Medley of Christmas Carols
Arr. PURVIS  Greensleeves
Arr. LASKY  The First Noël
JANZER  Fanfare and Toccata on *Joy to the World*

RAY CORNILS, PORTLAND MUNICIPAL ORGANIST

MAGIC OF CHRISTMAS

BASS  Gloria
MAGIC OF CHRISTMAS CHORUS

YON  Gesu Bambino
ELIZABETH DeGRAZIA
MAGIC OF CHRISTMAS CHORUS

Arr. HARRIS  Good King Wenceslas

THOMPSON  Alleluia
MAGIC OF CHRISTMAS CHORUS
JUDITH HUNT QUIMBY, DIRECTOR

AMUNDSON  Angels’ Dance

HANDEL/PROUT  Hallelujah, from *Messiah*
MAGIC OF CHRISTMAS CHORUS

INTERMISSION

HERBERT  March of the Toys

TCHAIKOVSKY  Selections from *Nutcracker*
Marche
Danse de la fée-dragée
Danse chinoise
Danse russe trepak

RUTTER  The Very Best Time of the Year
MAGIC OF CHRISTMAS CHORUS
JUDITH HUNT QUIMBY, DIRECTOR
TRAD./HOLCOMB Twelve Days of Christmas
PSO BRASS SECTION

MARKS Rudolph, the Red-Nosed Reindeer
(words on page 24)
ELIZABETH DeGRAZIA
MAGIC OF CHRISTMAS CHORUS

Arr. NORRIS Christmas Around the World
Child in the Manger (Gaelic)
Il est né, le divin Enfant (French)
Fum-Fum-Fum (Spanish)
Song of the Bagpipers (Italian)
Jesous Ahatonhia (Huron)
Ritsch-Ratsch-Fili-Bom-Bom-Bom (Swedish)
Here We Come a’ Wassailing (English)
ELIZABETH DeGRAZIA

DOUGLAS/MOORE The Night Before Christmas
(“A Visit From St. Nicholas”)
MINOR ROOTES

INTERMISSION
ANDERSON Sleigh Ride

BERLIN/BENNET White Christmas
MAGIC OF CHRISTMAS CHORUS

ADAM O Holy Night
ELIZABETH DeGRAZIA

Arr. HAYES It’s A Wonderful Christmas
The Most Wonderful Time of the Year
The Christmas Song
Because It’s Christmas
MAGIC OF CHRISTMAS CHORUS

Arr. HARRIS O Tannebaum
ELIZABETH DeGRAZIA
MAGIC OF CHRISTMAS CHORUS

Arr. FINNEGAN Christmas Carol Sing-along
(words begin on page 28)

Director
Brian P. Allen

Set Design
Stephen G. Smith

Lighting Design
Gary Massey

Sound Design
Klondike Sound

Script
Susan Danforth

Stage Manager
Christopher C. Sims

Program subject to change.
Cameras and recording equipment are not permitted at performances. This policy is strictly enforced.
Patrons with alarm watches, electronic pagers, or cellular phones are requested to turn them off before the concert.
Please recycle your program by returning it to any usher upon exiting.
This concert will be broadcast on December 20 at 8:00 PM on WMEA-FM (90.1).
The concert will last approximately 2:10.
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String sections are reduced for Pops and Chamber Orchestra concerts.
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